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King David Rotation 
A heart for God 

Storytelling Workshop

Bible Text: 1 Samuel 16:1-13

Memory Verse:  1 Samuel 16:7b CEV  

"The Lord told Samuel, 'People judge others by what they look like, but I judge 
people by what is in their hearts.'"

Memory Verse:  Philippians 4:13 NRSV

“I can do all things through him who strengthens me.”

Purpose:  Children will hear the Godly Play version of the Story of King David and 
take time to reflect on their own lives and having a heart for God. 

Objectives for the Rotation:
At the end of the rotation, the students will:

• appreciate that God is in charge, working steadfastly according to God's own plan 
and timetable.

• learn that the shepherd boy David will become Israel's greatest king, and, more 
importantly, an ancestor of the Messiah. David's idealized kingdom points 
ultimately to the coming Kingdom of God.

• learn that God sees things that people do not.  Even God's most trusted and most 
faithful followers sometimes fail to follow God's instructions, taking charge 
themselves and relying wrongly on themselves. We recognize ourselves in their 
struggles to understand and to do God's will.

• see that when God calls people to do something, God prepares them and provides 
all they need to do God's work. We also can rely on the Holy Spirit's presence and 
support in our own lives.

• be able to Locate the book of 1 Samuel in the Old Testament.
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Materials:
• Bibles
• Colored Pencils
• Faith Journal Sheets
• Godly Play:  The Story of King David Presentation Box
• The Complete Guide to Godly Play by Jerome W. Berryman, Volume 6 

Enrichment Presentations for Fall.  Enrichment Lesson 9:  The Story of King 
David p. 78 

Teacher Preparation in Advance:
• Read through the Bible Background information for this Rotation
• Watch the Bible Study Video found on our website at www.gloriadeikids.org
• Practice telling the Story of King David with the Godly Play materials several 

times so it seems natural to you.  Remember to face the objects away from you 
and toward the children.  As you roll out the underlay, remember to go from right 
to left so the story is oriented correctly for the children.

• Items in the Storytelling Box should be layered in the order they are used so the  
next item needed is right on top as you tell the story.

• Learn the memory verses.

Lesson:
Greet the children and introduce yourself.  Invite students to sit in a circle with the 
storyteller in the circle.  The box of storytelling materials sets behind you somewhat 
out of sight.  Use kid friendly words to give a brief overview of what the children are 
going to learn and do.  Begin the workshop reviewing any ground rules for the 
storytelling workshop.  
• Students should demonstrate good listening skills.
• This is a time to think about your own heart and your relationship with God.
• The materials used to tell this story are expensive and need to be handled with 

care.  Only the storyteller touches them.  You will be invited to tell the story 
toward the end of our class time today if you wish.  Listen carefully so you will 
know how to tell it.
• The Story of King David is a sacred story, so we need to treat the story along 

with the materials with respect.  This story comes from the Old Testament, in the 
Book of 1 Samuel.

Activity:
Tell the Story of King David, Enrichment Lesson 9, p. 78

At the end of the telling sit for a moment and look at the story from beginning to end 
to let the story rest.  
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Then Begin Wondering:  (Accept responses.)
  
• I wonder what part of this story you liked best? 

• I wonder what part was the most important?

• I wonder what part was about you, or what part you were in?

• I wonder how David felt when he was chosen but had to wait to become King?

• I wonder how the most handsome, strongest brother Eliab felt when he was not 
chosen?

• I wonder if we could leave any of the story out and still have all the stoyr that we 
need?

Put the story back in the box the way you got it out so it is ready for next 
time.

Pass out Faith Journal Sheets:  
The Faith Journal Sheets have the Wondering Questions on them.  Invite children to 
draw or write about their responses to this story.  Provide colored pencils for them to 
use.  If there is time, ask if any of the children would like to be the storyteller and 
retell the story.  

Invite children to show you how they can find the story in the Bible.

Practice the Memory Work with Children and give Shepherds the opportunity to hear 
the students recite memory work.

Closing Prayer:  
Dear Lord,  Thank you for being our King.  Please help us to have a heart for you and 
to share your love with others.  Help us to not be so quick to judge others by what we 
see on the outside.  Thank you for loving us and helping us to learn more about you.  
Amen.

The shepherds will lead the class to Closing around 10:40 or 10:45 depending upon 
when your lesson finishes.

Thank you so much for teaching and working with these children.
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